Graduation Celebration & Student Awards Ceremony

Friday, May 4, 2018 | 3:30 PM
321 Jacobs Science Building
— Welcome —
Professor Dennis Clouthier  
A&S Distinguished Professor of Chemistry

— Graduate Awards —
Professor Mark Lovell

100% Plus Award | Alexa Riddle and Shadrack Asare  
Outstanding Graduate Student Research Awards | Wenjin Cao  
Outstanding Teaching Assistant Award | Robert Pace  
Griffith Outstanding General Chemistry TA Award | Ehighai Oikeh  
Fast Start Award | Travis Schuyler

— Recognition of Graduate Students —
Professor Mark Lovell

— Scholarships & Awards —
Bedford Scholarship | Caroline Thornbury, Gregory Milburn  
Boyer Memorial Scholarship | Jillian Jackson, Cameron Reinisch, Jacklyn Vollmer  
Thomas B. Nantz Scholarship | Don Laird, Joseph Ison, Lilly Do  
Paul G. Sears Chemistry Scholarship | Chia Hsuan Shen  
Wilbur L. Price Scholarship (full) | Claire Dzan  
Wilbur L. Price Scholarship (half) | Miriam Schmitke, Genesis Perello  
Paul L. Corio Scholarship | Danielle Berkowitz, Joel Huether  
David W. and Eloise C. Young Scholarship | Katherine Kloska  
Hammond Undergraduate Service Award | Alysia Kohlbrand  
Nancy J. Stafford Award | Alyson Ackerman  
Willard Riggs Meredith Award | Evan Reeder  
General Chemistry Excellence Award | Nashwa Saleem, Katelyn Fields

— Recognition of Undergraduate Students —
Professor Arthur Cammers

— Closing Remarks —
Professor Steven Yates  
A&S Distinguished Professor of Chemistry
Doctor of Philosophy

Daniel Burriss
Elizabeth Ellison
Deepshikha Gupta
Zhiming Liang
Timothy Pillar-Little
Yang Sun
Zhaoshuui Wang
Soledad Yao
Bei Zhang
Xinyi Zhang
Yan Zhang
Ruixin Zhou

Bachelor of Arts

Mitul Ahmed
Adrienne Arnold
Luke Bakewell
Brittany Brewer
Ellen Combs
Emily Fryman*
Claire Jones
Michael Heifner*
Nicole Martin*
Marshall Maynard
Jordan McAteer
Nicholas McSorley
Benjamin Munson
Alexander Newmark*
Ryan Pharr
Bradley Seahorn
Kristine Shady
Victoria Spedding
Kyle Starkey
Austin Taylor*
Kaitlyn Tompkins
Matthew Ullum
Kathryn Vickers
Ning Yeh
Daniel Yeiser

Master of Science

Pramudi Abeydeera
Joseph Duke
Ruixin Han
Brittney Metts
Bradley Stewart
Yuting Zhang

Bachelor of Science

Alyson Ackerman*
Kayla Allphin
Cassandra Almasri*
Michael Balko
Matthew Barber
Alexander Bertrams
Rebekah Buchanan
Daniel Choate
Christian Clark
Daniel Darby
Maxwell Duff
Philip Ewing
Fred Fakury Orellana
Mayte Hernandez-Murillo
Angela Hinchie*
Bobby Huynh
Jane Johns
Breah Johnson
Sarah Joseck
Laura Jane Koehler
Erin Lay
Regan Lee*
Chandler McColgan
Alexander McKinney
David Prater
Evan Reeder*
William Smith
Brandyn Thompson
Michael Tiscareno
Eric Vogt*
Robert Wendroth

*Denotes Chemistry Department Honors
Sponsored by the Department of Chemistry.

To view photos of today's event, visit chem.as.uky.edu/photos. The album will be published within two weeks of the event.